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The aim of the investigation was to assess the fluorescent imaging capabilities to monitor photodynamic therapy (PDT) of non-melanoma 
skin cancer, and study the correlation of PS (photosensitizer) fluorescence value (accumulation and photobleaching rate) and efficacy of the 
treatment provided.

Materials and Methods. The study was conducted in the Nizhny Novgorod Regional Oncologic Hospital. we analyzed fluorescent images 
and PDT outcomes in 226 patients with non-melanoma skin carcinomas.

Results. The assessment of short-term treatment results revealed the relationship between PS photobleaching and tumor complete response 
rate: a complete response was found in 89% cases in complete photobleaching, in 87% cases — in partial photobleaching, and in 81% — in 
no photobleaching (p>0.05). However, we found no effect of PS accumulation rate on complete response rate. The analysis of long-term results 
with significant difference (p=0.044) showed tumor recurrence rate in low PS concentration (tumor/norm) to be 9.5%, while in moderate and 
high concentrations the recurrence rate appeared to be 4.1%. There was revealed the tendency for recurrence rate increase — 10.4% with no PS 
photobleaching versus 4.4% in PS complete and partial photobleaching (p=0.051). The patients with high accumulation rate and complete 
PS photobleaching had the best clinical findings, the observation period being from 4 to 40 months.

Conclusion. fluorescent monitoring enables to maintain noninvasive control of PS accumulation and photobleaching that can contribute to 
the selection of individual laser exposure parameters. It is reasonable to develop multimodal bioimaging for follow-up real-time monitoring of 
basic photodynamic reactions and treatment results.
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Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a modern, minimally 
invasive technique of cancer treatment, which currently 
has a widespread application in clinical practice [1–3]. 
The basic components of photodynamic reaction 
are a photosensitizer (Ps) pre-administered and 
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selectively accumulated in tumor tissue, the light of an 
appropriate wavelength corresponding to maximum 
Ps absorption, and oxygen [2, 4, 5]. PDT can be used 
as curative therapy for early neoplastic processes, as 
well as in schemes of palliative therapy in advanced 
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tumors as an independent technique or combined 
with other approaches [1–3]. PDT is an attractive 
technique for clinical application in oncology due to 
the following factors: minimal damage of surrounding 
normal tissues due to selectively accumulation Ps in 
a tumor, insignificant systemic effects, the lack of the 
mechanisms of primary and acquired resistance, no 
limiting cumulative Ps doses and light exposure, and 
therefore, capability of repeated procedures. Additional 
advantages are availability in an out-patient setting, high 
tolerability with minimal pain reactions, compatibility 
with other treatment techniques, good cosmetic results. 
The factors limiting a wide application of PDT are the 
following: laser intensity attenuation with light penetration 
depth in biotissues, and subsequently, efficacy decrease 
and unpredictability of photodynamic reactions; the 
effect of tumor blood supply and oxygenation on the 
procedure results; the absence of morphological 
control of treatment; empirical matching of the modes of 
exposure [1–5]. The effect of these drawbacks on PDT 
results can be minimized by using effective methods 
to assess the therapy adequacy. To achieve success 
in follow-up control and the control of photodynamic 
reaction, monitoring techniques should be noninvasive 
and quick-action with real-time mode [5, 6]. One of 
such techniques is fluorescent imaging, which enables 
to assess Ps accumulation rate in a tumor, specify the 
lesion extent and control Ps photobleaching. Based on 
fluorescent diagnosis data, laser exposure mode can be 
optimized: procedure time after Ps administration, laser 
power density and dose [5, 7–11].

The aim of the investigation was to assess the 
fluorescent imaging capabilities to monitor photodynamic 
therapy of non-melanoma skin cancer, and study the 
correlation of Ps fluorescence value (accumulation 
and photobleaching rate) and efficacy of the treatment 
provided.

Materials and Methods. The survey was conducted 
on the basis of Nizhny Novgorod Regional Oncologic 
Hospital. We monitored fluorescence images and 
assessed PDT findings in 226 patients with basal cell 
and squamous cell skin carcinomas.

The present study was approved by the Ethics 
Committee of Nizhny Novgorod state medical Academy, 
and complies with the declaration of Helsinki (adopted 
in June, 1964 (Helsinki, Finland) and revised in October, 
2000 (Edinburg, scotland)). Written informed consent 
was obtained from all patients.

Fotoditazin (Veta-grant, Russia), a chlorine pre-
paration, was systemically injected as a Ps, 1.0 mg/kg 
body mass. The patients were exposed to laser radiation 
by Lakhta-milon (milon Laser, Russia), wavelength of 
radiation being 662 nm. For light delivery to a tumor 
we used optical fibers with micro- and macrolens. 
Power density averaged 0.3 W/cm2 (0.28–0.32 W/cm2), 
energy density — 200 J/cm2 in basal cell carcinoma, 
and 300 J/cm2 — in squamous cell carcinoma.

Ps fluorescence parameters were analyzed using 
Fluovisor (Atcus Company, Russia). 1.5–2.0 h after 
Ps injection (maximum accumulation of preparation 
according to Fotoditazin pharmacodynamics) we 
assessed fluorescence intensity in reference points of a 
tumor (It0) and surrounding intact skin (IN0) determining 
fluorescence intensity tumor/norm relationship (It0/IN0). 
Photobleaching of the preparation (∆It/IN) was calculated 
after having assessed fluorescence in reference points 
immediately after the laser exposure according to the 
following formula:

∆  .

Fluorescence intensity indirectly indicates Ps 
concentration in a tumor.

PDT results were clinically assessed based on 
international criteria RECIsT [12] by changing the two 
highest parameters followed by biopsy for morphological 
verification. side effects were classified by CTCAE 
v. 4.03 [13]. Follow-up period varied from 2 to 40 months, 
median — 26 months.

Results and Discussion. The obtained data on 
Ps accumulation grade (concentration) in a tumor in 
relation to healthy tissues enabled to distinguish three 
groups of cases. Group 1 (conditionally assessed as 
“no accumulation”) was characterized by low ratio of 
tumor/norm concentration It/IN<1.1, when fluorescence of 
surrounding tissues and the tumor were comparable. If 
It/IN>1.3, “high accumulation” was diagnosed. Fluorescence 
parameters being within the range of 1.1<It/IN<1.3 were 
referred to “low accumulation” (Figure 1).

The assessment of Ps photobleaching grade 
immediately after laser exposure enabled to 
distinguish three groups of reactions as well 
(Figure 2). If fluorescence tumor/norm relationship 
decreased by more than 20% in relation to the 
reference level [(It/IN)/(It0/IN0)<0.8], Ps photobleaching 
was considered complete. Fluorescence tumor/norm 
relationship decreased by less than 10% in relation to 
the reference level [(It/IN)(It0/IN0)>0.9] corresponded to no 
Ps photobleaching, and the parameters within the range 
of 0.8–0.9 were considered as partial photobleaching.

Clinically, PDT findings in the patients under study can 
be assessed as good ones: at median being 26 months, 
recovery (a recurrence-free period) was found in 
198 patients of 226 (87.6%), 18 patients (12.4%) were 
found to have recurrences, and given repeated PDT 
procedures with good clinical results, and had 13-month 
median duration of recurrence-free period after repeated 
PDT. significantly, the overwhelming majority of patients 
(96%) under study appeared to have good functional 
and cosmetic results in (Figure 3).

There were no complications revealed after PDT, 
however, some patients were found to have adverse 
events: insignificant photosensitivity increase (2 cases), 
persistent erythema (5 cases), moderate pain syndrome in 
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Figure 1. Fluorescent tumor images (dotted lines indicate tumor foci, points А and В corresponding 
to cursor of fluorescence intensity change). Photosensitizer accumulation grade: (а) patient Ts., 
multicentric basal cell facial skin carcinoma, no accumulation (area 1), fluorescence in the tumor 
is comparable with fluorescence of surrounding tissues (ratio less than 1.1), and high accumulation 
(area 2), fluorescence in the tumor significantly differs from that of surrounding tissues (ratio more 
than 1.3); (b) patient V., basal cell facial skin carcinoma, low accumulation, fluorescence in the tumor 
slightly differs from that of surrounding tissues (ratio 1.1–1.3)

а b
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Figure 2. Fluorescent tumor images (dotted 
lines indicate tumor foci, points А and В 
corresponding to cursor of fluorescence intensity 
change). Photosensitizer photobleaching grade: 
(а) patient P., basal cell scalp carcinoma, 
complete photobleaching [(It/IN)/(It0/IN0)<0.8]; 
(b) patient Y., basal cell facial skin carcinoma, 
partial photobleaching [0.8<(It/IN)/(It0/IN0)<0.9]; 
(c)  patient s., basal cell nasal skin carcinoma, 
no photobleaching [(It/IN)/(It0/IN0)>0.9]

the exposure area (78 cases), prolonged (over 3 months) 
inflammatory reactions in the exposure area (37 cases), 
formation of hypo- and hypertrophic scars (9 cases). All 
adverse events were assessed as I–II grade according to 
CTCAE v. 4.03. No side effects or complications related 
to the monitoring technique were revealed.

The analysis of tumor response to PDT depending 
on the preparation accumulation grade (It0/IN0) showed 

no significant differences: complete response rate was 
90–93% in all accumulation degrees. The analysis of 
the effect of photobleaching on short-term results (∆It/IN) 
showed the tendency for the increase of tumor complete 
response rate in complete Ps photobleaching (see 
the Table).

The analysis of long-term results showed tumor 
recurrence rate in no Ps accumulation and/or no Ps 
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photobleaching to be significantly higher than in the 
presence of fluorescent contrast between a tumor 
and the surrounding tissues and complete or partial 
photobleaching.

The best short- and long-term results were found in 
62 patients with the combination of high Ps accumulation 
and its complete photobleaching after the procedure. 
The number of complete tumor responses in this group 
was 94% (58/62), and there were only 3.2% recurrences 
(2/62), the observation period being from 4 to 40 months.

The findings indicate that fluorescent imaging can be 
used for noninvasive observation of the key points for 
PDT mechanism: Ps accumulation and photobleaching, 
thus it can be argued that the monitoring of these 

parameters for the treatment prognosis 
is promising. According to our data, the 
patients with low Ps accumulation in a 
tumor and/or no Ps photobleaching after 
PDT run the highest recurrence risk, and 
require intensive case monitoring. Other 
authors have reported similar findings in 
series of experimental studies [5, 7–11].

To improve PDT efficiency in clinical 
practice it is important to use both 
passive observation of the main treatment 
components and also the possibility to 
plan the regimens and control basic PDT 
reactions in real time mode. Fluorescent 
imaging is used as a monitoring technique 
to detect real tumor borders in order to 
form optimal fields and boundaries of laser 
exposure that is particularly relevant if there 
is an invisible infiltrative component of the 
tumor or a multicentric lesion. An adequate 
choice of light exposure field contributes to 

the decrease of recurrence risk on peripheries and the 
risk of residual tumors [7, 14].

It seems advisable to study fluorescent parameters 
to use fluorescence to monitor and optimize the modes 
of light exposure. In particular, light-drug interval, power 
density and energy density can be patient-specific 
depending on Ps time and degree of accumulation 
and photobleaching [4, 5, 8, 11, 15]. To manage real-
time photodynamic responses it is reasonable to use 
fluorescent imaging just during the light exposure [8] 
that was, unfortunately, impossible in our study due to 
technological imperfection of the equipment used. One 
more restriction of the study was to measure fluorescence 
in conventional units, and analysis of relative values 

Figure 3. Photo of a 68-year female patient, the diagnosis is “primary basal cell facial skin carcinoma”: 
(а) before PDT, a tumor, 45×48 mm in size, 6 mm in thickness (exophytic component and invasion); 
(b) after PDT, complete tumor response, good cosmetic effect, 4-year recurrence-free period

а b

The dependence of short- and long-term results on fluorescent 
parameters of a photosensitizer

Fluorescent parameter
short-term results, 

complete tumor 
responses (%)

Long-term results, 
recurrence rate (%)

High PS accumulation
It /IN>1.3

90 

4.1low PS accumulation
1.1<It /IN<1.3

93 

No PS accumulation
It /IN<1.1

91
(р>0.05)

9.5
(р=0.044)

Complete PS photobleaching
∆It /IN<0.8

89 

4.4Partial PS photobleaching
0.8<∆It/IN<0.9

87

No PS photobleaching
∆It /IN >0.9

81
(р>0.05)

10.4
(р=0.051)
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that enabled to give only indirect estimation of true Ps 
concentration in a tumor. On the other hand, relative 
values enabled to minimize measurement errors 
related to personal characteristics of biotissues and the 
significant effect of the external study environment on the 
results. All the above mentioned indicate the necessity to 
improve equipment for PDT fluorescence monitoring.

For widespread use in clinical practice a diagnostic 
system should have the reproducibility of results that 
is achieved by minimization of the effect of internal 
equipment noise and external factors (background light, 
the distance from equipment to a patient) on measurement 
data. For a quantitative assessment of Ps concentration 
in a tumor it is necessary to consider individual optical 
characteristics of biotissues (scattering and absorption 
parameters including heterogeneity of an object), since 
these characteristics influence the level of the measured 
fluorescence. Considering that these parameters 
vary from patient to patient, as well as significantly 
change during PDT, additional measurements and 
corresponding mathematical processing are required for 
their correct consideration. These measurements can 
be presented as both by point [10, 16], and by means 
of digital cameras using several radiation sources and 
receiving spectral channels [17, 18]. It should be noted 
that PDT efficiency decreases with the depth, since an 
optical field exponentially drops    with depth. If we know 
tumor depth, optical characteristics of tissue and Ps 
accumulation rate in a tumor, we can assess an optical 
radiation dose [19, 20].

It should be noted that PDT mechanism is based on the 
interaction of the main components (a photosensitizer, 
light, oxygen) and realized in three types of responses: 
fluorescence phenomenon, photochemical reaction I 
(oxygen-free) and II (with oxygen) [4, 5]. Fluorescent 
imaging enables to control only Ps parameters through 
the observation of fluorescence phenomenon, while 
the basic component of PDT mechanism is type II 
photochemical reaction with singlet oxygen formed 
resulting in a direct cytotoxic action and ablation of 
tumor vascular bed. Other approaches are reasonable 
to be used to monitor these PDT elements. A series 
of studies [15, 21, 22] has shown the significance of 
the diagnostics of tumor oxygen status before PDT 
and the monitoring of singlet oxygen formation during 
therapy using the combination of spectroscopy methods 
to assess reference tissue oxygenation, fluorescence 
techniques to control Ps accumulation and the 
techniques to detect singlet oxygen luminescence after 
exposure.

Another direction of optical imaging is based on the use 
of optical coherence tomography (OCT) for noninvasive 
diagnostics of the changes of tumor structures after PDT. 
By an example of non-melanoma skin cancer there has 
been shown OCT efficiency in imaging tumor borders for 
PDT planning, in the assessment of short-term (tumor 
response to therapy, adequacy of healing processes) 

and long-term (diagnosis of residual foci) results [23, 
24]. New OCT modifications are informative in relation to 
tumor microcirculation that is prospective for monitoring 
of the main pathophysiological PDT mechanism — 
ablation of tumor bloodstream [25, 26].

An alternative and rather promising approach for 
noninvasive PDT monitoring is the development of optico-
acoustic imaging technology. This type of bioimaging 
combining the advantages of optical and acoustic 
techniques is growing rapidly in recent years [27]. 
First findings have shown that optico-acoustic imaging 
in PDT enables to obtain data on tumor structure and 
architectonics of its microvascular surrounding before 
therapy, as well as the change of object morphology 
after PDT, and can be also used to monitor one of the 
most critical components of photodynamic responses — 
parameters of tumor oxygenation [28].

One more type of noninvasive monitoring is 
multiphoton imaging, its instrumental realization and 
introduction in clinical practice have become possible 
due to the femtosecond optics development [29–31]. 
These techniques are certain to be promising for tumor 
detection. The study [29] showed the advantages 
of multiphoton tomography compared to confocal 
microscopy for in vivo diagnostics of basal cell skin 
cancer. The capability of noninvasive dynamic detection 
of decreased fluorescence of reduced nicotine-amide-
adenine-dinucleotide in skin in experimental arterial 
occlusive disease makes multiphoton tomography a 
promising monitoring technique to control the methods 
having an effect on microcirculation including PDT 
control [30]. 

All the above mentioned approaches have certain 
advantages and drawbacks. The review by König [31] 
has shown the advisability of combination of various 
techniques: both in instrumental realization of hybrid 
technique, and complementary use of different 
technologies.

A large-scale implementation of the present technique 
in clinical practice requires an improved instrumental 
basis of PDT fluorescent monitoring, the development 
of methods of its usage, and pursuance of randomized 
studies on effective application of this technique in 
clinical practice. The technique development can 
promote personification of PDT due to the planning 
of individual parameters of laser exposure, and real-
time control of photodynamic reactions depending on 
fluorescence parameters that will make it possible to 
achieve maximum number of complete tumor responses 
to therapy and reduce recurrence rate. The development 
of multimodal bioimaging based on fluorescent imaging, 
new OCT modifications, optico-acoustic and multiphoton 
imaging is prospective and relevant for further 
development of health monitoring and individualization 
of PDT parameters.

Conclusion. By the example of photodynamic therapy 
of skin carcinoma using a Chlorine e6 photosensitizer 
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we have shown fluorescent imaging to be an effective 
noninvasive technique to assess the characteristics 
of a photosensitizer — one of the basic components 
of photodynamic reactions. The monitoring of such 
parameters as Ps accumulation and photobleaching 
enables to predict PDT results.
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